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KaVaDo, the technology leader in Web application protection solutions, today announces support for
Solaris versions 2.6, 7 and 8. The move means InterDo - the industry's most advanced web application
protection solution - is available to users of Sun's Unix-based operating environment, providing
no-compromise protection of enterprise networks at the highly vulnerable application layer.

Now Solaris-based financial services and other organisations for which high availability is critical, can
deploy Web applications confident that their revenue-generation, confidential data, and corporate
reputations are safe.

Says KaVaDo's head of European operations, Terry Schoen: "Financial services organisations have been in
the vanguard of using the Web to interact with customers and partners. As a result they've also been at
the sharp edge when it comes to discovering the inherent security weaknesses in Web applications. With
InterDo for Solaris we provide the answer with a product that supports their native IT environment, will
not compromise the speed or availability of their systems, and which has a ready-mapped development path
enabling it to counter new threats as they emerge."

With network and host security already tight, hackers are increasingly changing their point of attack.
Using just a standard browser, they are able to take control of critical resources and information by
exploiting weaknesses left exposed in Web applications.

Their techniques, not prevented by commonly deployed security solutions such as intrusion detection
systems and firewalls, include database sabotage, protocol piggybacking, stealth commanding and cookie
poisoning. Complementary to host and network security, InterDo works to secure interaction with the
application and its business logic.

InterDo is partnered by ScanDo, a Web application vulnerability scanner that allows security
professionals and Web application designers to identify the specific vulnerabilities of each
application.

KaVaDo provides next-generation Web Application Protection solutions and vulnerability assessment
products for the corporate market using its patent-pending Protected Path technology. These solutions
account for the various types of threats against web applications and allow IT management to apply only
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the necessary protection against anticipated threats. KaVaDo offers a unique, effective approach to Web
Application Protection with minimum strain on system resources, easy installation and management, and
flexibility to handle a variety of applications under different environments.

With its European centre in London, corporate headquarters in New York, and research and development
facilities in Tel Aviv, KaVaDo ( http://www.kavado.com) also has offices in Japan and across North
America.
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